
Board of Directors Meeting Minutes-
OSCCC#994

December 17, 2019 6:30 p.m.
Dymon Storage Greenbank

Present
Sheila Hedger, Carol Armstrong, Rihana Peiman, Barbara Ravanelli, Laura Layachi

Regrets – Ahmed Hassan
Call to Order

Approval of Previous Minutes
Minutes approved by Sheila, Rihana

Items for Approval/ Board Direction
Transfer out of Reserve the costs for the water main break to cover the deficit in the operating
account
The board agreed that costs relating to the watermain break in account 5501 would be transferred to
the reserve.  Due to the large number of watermain break expenses that are not covered by
insurance, the board noted that additional funds would need to be transferred to the reserve account
from investments.  Once funds are available, the costs for the watermain break should be transferred
to the reserve fund account.

Erika resigned from the board
The board accepted the resignation from Erika Janzen.

RBC – Andras Birkus for the investments on the Reserve Fund
RBC has inquired about the regular transfer for investments.  The board noted that due to the
watermain break, all of the funds usually transferred for investment have been required to pay the
bills.  The board noted that there is a requirement to keep a certain amount of funds available in the
reserve bank account.  Only when the bank account has reached an acceptable level, approximately
$40,000 then any excess funds would be invested.
CI to review the bank balances and to resume transfer to RBC for investment purposes once the
bank account level is at the acceptable level to meet the reserve fund expenses relating to the
watermain break.

CondoWorks –
The board signed the appropriate documents to initiate and establish the proper paperwork for  the
new Accounts Payable system called CondoWorks.  Sheila and Carol signed as approving officers.
Once implemented, both Sheila and Carol will approve the accounts payable invoices online.
Barbara estimated that it would be a few months before the new system is in place due to the
processing delays with RBC.



Items Completed/Ongoing
The board received a list of Items Completed/Ongoing for the past month as noted in the meeting
package:

- AGM completed for 2019 FYE
- All owners have received their A/R notices for payment by December 31st
- Garage cleaning completed Dec. 3rd
- Bedbugs in 318 and treatment scheduled for 13th and surrounding units will receive a

preventative treatment
- Bell Phone line contract – Carol provided an updated based on what she knew.  There was

originally supposed to be a contract for three Bell lines at the condo.  Carol noted that the
costs were consistent for approx. one year but began to vary and the invoice amounts became
inconsistent.  Both Carol and Erika were in touch with Bell but neither individual was able to
access all of the correct information.  Carol noted that the most significant issue is that there a
credit was processed and now it appears that only $100.08 have been paid for Enterphone in
2019 which is clearly wrong.  Carol provided a printed copy of the payments for the past year
to Barb as well as some copies of emails during the past year.  Barb agreed to follow up with
the vendor to determine the proper cost and to ensure that payments were made to bring the
account up to date.  The board also needed to ensure that the phone numbers stated on the
emails were still being used.

- Smoke penetrating into 101 - Zaf to meet PM and seal holes in the garage.
- Optimum attended the Trans unit and repaired
- Water shut off at front of building installed
- Mailbox numbers ordered for 220 & 221
- Fire test notice posted at building and reminders go out by SB to residents to ensure all are

aware
- PM has spoken with Zaf to ensure the Draper entrance/egress remains clear at all times
- Security Cameras and intercom training to be done by Aingers with PM
- Sign for garage ordered
- SB notice going out for the AGM owners concerns of pet faeces, cigarette butts, sweeping off
- balconies

Administration
Invoice received from Solutions Infinies M7.  The board was not in agreement with the invoice
received for the use of sale last winter.  The invoice shows an excessive amount of salt used.  The
board was also unhappy with the timing of the invoice which was approx. 8 months after the winter
use of salt.  Barb agreed to negotiate with the vendor hoping to reduce the amount of the invoice.
The board agreed to pay the amount of the invoice that was negotiated by Barb.

Other Business from the Board
Quickbooks- the board noted that the members were unable to access quickbooks.  The code that is
automatically issued by the system for a login was not being sent to the new board members.  Barb
and Laura agreed to follow up.

Property Management Fees – The board questioned the amount of the property management fees
paid to CI in 2018 and 2019.  They board noted the correction made from June 1 2019 but also noted
that the incorrect amount paid for the property management fees has been an error since 2018 and
would like to receive the additional credits.  Barb to follow up.



Accounts Receivable from flood in unit 402.  The outstanding settlement relating to the flood from
2018 was resolved by Barb.  The board was advised that of the $9000 cost of the flood, the owners
insurance paid $4000 and the condo will be required to pay $5000 representing the deductible.  This
will be an additional cost in 2019.

Garage cleaning – the board agreed to pay for the garage cleaning that occurred in December with
the understanding that Zaf and Greatwise would pay for the next cleaning in the spring.

Outstanding AR – Barb settled the dispute with unit 202/CI.  The owner will be paying the condo fees
moving forward.

Smoking in 101 – The board confirmed the no smoking policy.  Further investigation is required to
determine how the smoke is entering the first floor units.  Barb to follow up.

Feedback for future AGM’s.  The board agreed to discuss the timing of the next AGM in April of 2020.
The board recognizes that the AGM cannot be confirmed this early in the year but will need to discuss
timing and location.  In the past the AGM has been at the St. Paul HS and will need to be booked with
the school board by the end of the year.

Condo meetings in 2020-  The meetings will be scheduled for the last Tuesday of each month.

Insurance – three issues were discussed.  1.  The appraisal and 2.  The need to review and
understand the insurance coverage 3.  The need for the best quote.
Barb clarified for the board that condo insurance policies cannot be cancelled part way through the
year.  As a result, any changes to the insurance policy must occur next November 2020.  Quotes
could be obtained in late summer early fall but any quotes obtained earlier would not be relevant due
to the changes in the insurance industry.  Barb also agreed to provide an overview of the insurance
policy at an upcoming meeting.  Barb confirmed that she had a copy of the appraisal and would
ensure that it was submitted to the insurance carrier to determine if the insurance rate would
decrease.

With respect to insurance, Barb noted that there was no evidence of Human Rights or Directors
Officers insurance.  The board agreed to purchase this insurance if it is not already in place.  Barb
agreed to get a quote.

The board approved a motion to hire EXP for the spring Reserve Fund Study.  Barb to follow up and
engage EXP in a contract.

The board noted higher water costs.  There is a response card that can be provided to owners to
complain about this increase in the water costs due to the format for invoicing which penalizes multi
unit condos.  Carol noted a conflict of interest but all other members of the board would be interested
in submitting the cards as well as circulating to owners in the building.  Barb to provide the cards to
owners.

Hydro costs – The board noted that there is a hydro rebate that must be applied for by the end of
January.  Barb confirmed that this was being processed by CI.  Barb noted that she had not seen the
submission for ccc994 but would follow up.



Auditor – Carol noted that the auditor fee for 2018-2019 was higher than the year before.  The
renewal of the audit contract was confirmed at the AGM however there was no approval for the
increase in fees.  Barb to follow up.

Legal costs – the board agreed that the costs for the land swap earlier in the year need to be
recovered from Greatwise.  Sheila thought that the paperwork had been submitted to Colleen from
our lawyer.  Barb to follow up.

Carol agreed to visit CI to ensure she had access to RBC information.

Board was advised that no new funds would be reimbursed to ccc994 regarding the watermain break.
All costs paid to date would be absorbed by the reserve fund.

Chart of Accounts – Carol provided a list of accounts that are currently used.  She will obtain approval
at the next meeting.
As part of the chart of accounts, Carol requested advice regarding how best to track the costs of
104241561 Canada.  Barb acknowledged that the board needs to control the costs for maintenance.
She agreed to discuss options at the next meeting.

Board members – with the vacancy of the position held by Erika Janzen, the board was advised that
they can appoint an interim member until the next AGM.  Carol asked if 2 members from the same
unit could join the board if no other owners wanted to join the board.  Barb confirmed that this could
be done on an interim basis.  It was confirmed that Sally could join the board and that she should be
invited for the next meeting.  Sally Butler was appointed to the board until the next AGM at which time
she would be up for election.

Status Certificate – no change at this time.

Financial update – Carol discussed the financial items during the meeting.  No other concerns were
raised.

Next meeting(s)

January 28, 2020 6:30
Dymon storage Greenbank

Adjournment


